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Black and white photographs (MCC-00542)

Shelf List Number: UP-542

Collection Overview
Creator
Unknown

Dates
Undated

Extent
2 black and white photographs in sleeves

Provenance
Unknown. Photographs were found in one of the preservation rooms by the processing archivist.

Language
English

Conservation Notes
None

Conditions Governing Access and Use
Restrictions

Access: No restrictions

Physical: No restrictions

Technical: No restrictions

Rights Statement
Copyright has not been assigned to the Acadian Archives/Archives acadiennes. All requests for
permission to publish or quote from manuscripts must be submitted in writing to the Acadian
Archives/Archives acadiennes.

Recommended Citation
Black and white photographs, (MCC-00542). Acadian Archives/Archives acadiennes, University
of Maine at Fort Kent.

Collection Description
Historical and Biographical Information
Unknown.

Scope and Content
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The first photograph is of a man wearing overalls over his clothes leaning one arm on the open
window on a truck. He and the truck are in the middle of a field and his truck has sacks in the
bed; a couple of barrels are sitting on the ground next to the bed of the truck.

The second photograph is of a group of young children standing in the doorway of a church. All
the girls are wearing white dresses and veils while the boys are in suits and ties. [Similar to what
children wear for their first communion in the catholic religion]. All the children are holding
identical framed pictures of Jesus. A nun is standing to the left of the image with her back to the
camera and some other adults can be seen in the frame as well.

Arrangement
Each photograph is housed in a clear archival sleeve.

Separated Materials (If Applicable)
Not applicable

Subject Headings
Children
Photographs
Religion
Truck farming

Related Materials
Not applicable

Collection Inventory

Box Item Description Date(s)
1 1 Photograph of a man wearing overalls over his clothes leaning Undated

one arm on the open window on a truck. He and the truck are in
the middle of a field and his truck has sacks in the bed

1 2 A group of young children standing in the doorway of a church. Undated
All the girls are wearing white dresses and veils while the boys are
in suits and ties and holding identical framed images of Jesus.
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